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A reproach addressed to us is that we put ourselves on the side of “one worlders” promoting
the so called New World Order. Those consist of cliques (“shadow governments”, “deep
states”) who don’t care about fundamental rights. They, as we are told, just aim at holding
the entire world in their domination, even if this includes crimes against humanity. We, on the
contrary, strive for the realisation of democratic world institutions disposing of limited but
real powers, capable to safeguard basic rights. To the latter we reckon the right to peace. We
need a real world security system able to make an end to the mad arms race between big
military powers/camps and to abolish huge international wars.
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Ruth Gill, pioneer in the struggle against torture by radiation weapons and organised stalking
passed away (probably murdered) in Bolivia on the 1st August of 2014, after having, as she
reported, during many years been subjected to criminal forms of torture at a distance and of
organised stalking.
She published many reports and studies. In a very simple document of one page she reminds
what is going on. It can begin, she writes, as a hidden manipulation in the framework of a
“psychic correction”, but this may grow out to constant torture of the worst sort. It implies
unspeakable suffering for the victims.
The electronic manipulation combined with the bringing in of poisonous chemical products
and pathogenic organisms can cause among other things disturbances on the level of the
stomach and the bowel as well as infections of the nervous system. In that way the persons
subjected are constantly hold in a state of ill-health, which after a while can lead to their
death.
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Tilo von Amsberg, on the internet, in German, wrote a book. We received it as an attachment
to an email. We send it to whom asks us to do so.
What is it about?
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Not only radiation weapons
The author reminds us that not only radiation weapons but also chemical and biological
weapons can be used against citizens who did not do anything wrong in the sense of the
constitution of a state or in the sense of penal law.
Symptoms
The victims become subject to total surveillance and continuous radiation terror. They suffer,
for example, of sleep depravation, neurophysiologic manipulation, sexual abuses, tormenting
aches and serious health damages.
Resolution European Parliament
Complaints are hardly investigated by the Judiciary. Nevertheless, in 1999 the European
Parliament called for an international treaty forbidding the use of all weapons capable to
manipulate the human nervous system (Res. A4-0005/99).
Embassy US in Moscow
Some of us will remember that in 1976 a Russian secret service irradiated the embassy of the
US in Moscow with microwaves. The Russians, we are told, thought that this only would
cause depressive like states, irritability and fatigue. In reality it caused severe illnesses,
especially cancer. Many persons died who had worked in the embassy.
Laws
Russia, in July of 2002, adopted a law forbidding all use of weapons/technologies aiming at
damaging human organisms by electromagnetic weapons and by rays of light or by sound
waves.
In the United States a law on the federal level was not adopted. Therefore several states voted
themselves laws forbidding radiation weapons : among others (?) Michigan, Main and
Massachusetts. .
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We again read “The Abolition of War”, by Max Habicht, edited by Club Humaniste in Paris.
Born in 1899 in Schaffhausen (Switzerland) the author grew up in an environment of
Quakers, who are well known as war resisters and conscientious objectors.
After his studies he, all his live, he kept active as an expert of international law.
Although constantly faced with the international Realpolitik, i.e. the horrors of the
international military-political phenomena, he never gave up his world federalist standpoint.
This may seem quite naïve. It remains true, however, that if mankind had listened to those
demanding democratic world institutions, we would not be now, maybe more than ever, at the
brink of an horrendous international war. Below we quote a few passages of the book.
Disappointed by the League of Nations
“When I joined the League of Nations in 1928, I still believed that governments would
develop satisfactory procedures for the pacific settlement of their disputes in such a way that
war could be prevented. This was not the case and is, in my opinion, the reason of the failure
and disappearance of the League of Nations.”
The League of Nations, actually no League of Nations
“The general public held a wrong conception of international law and the League of Nations.
The latter was not a political league of nations (Völkerbund) but an association of sovereign
governments. The delegates to the meetings were not elected by popular vote, but were
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diplomats appointed by governments with the task of defending national interests as defined
by the Foreign Offices of the Member States. The delegates spoke upon instructions and were
not allowed to follow their conscience as deputies do in national parliaments (??? = question
marks from us). The delegates were not called upon to defend the interests of mankind, but to
serve the interests of nation states. Its secretariat did not serve “peoples” but their
“governments”. This important fact was not known by the man in the street. Still today there
exists no political machinery to look after the interests of mankind as a whole.”
The so called sovereignty
“Another important aspect of the League was usually overlooked. The members were
sovereign states, sovereign in the sense that no member of the League without its consents,
could be bound by important decisions of the League. “Decisions were taken by unanimous
vote (except for secondary matters of procedure) and when in Geneva conventions were
signed, they had to be ratified by national parliaments to enter into force. International law
was at the time, and is still today, very different from national law. The national legal rules
under which I live in my own county, are enforced upon me individually, whether I agree
with them or not. National laws are not made by unanimous consent as are the rules of
international law applicable to nations.”
Japan attacks China
“I remember vividly the bombarding by Japan of Shangai. When the news reached Geneva, I
was on night service. At the time the telegrams came, the League of Nations consisted of
myself, a doorman (huissier) and a big German shepherd dog for our protection. I received
instructions to prepare an emergency meeting of the Council of the League, which required
the postponing of the opening of the disarmament conference called for the beginning of
February, 1932. I asked myself, how it would be possible to reduce and limit armaments when
members of the League did not hesitate to throw bombs on a city of other members. During
that night I spent on the secretariat of the League in Geneva, I began to doubt whether it
would be possible in the future to abolish war. The Japanese-Chinese conflict induced the
League to have an investigation of facts (Lytton Commission),; which led to nothing The
interests of the parties were opposed to each other and the League was powerless.”
Habicht leaves the League of Nations
In 1939 Habicht left the League and wrote to its secretary :”A federal world state only will be
capable to realise a satisfactory worldwide legal order.”
PAGE 5 to 8 - A FEW FLASHES
Activity
Those last years in our region not much activity was possible. Elsewhere more is going on.
More information can be found on the following websites :
www.recim.org/cdm/registry.htm
www.recim.org/cdm/registre.htm
One can also write to :
Registre des Citoyens du Monde = Registry of World Citizens
66, boulevard Vincent Auriol
F-75013 PARIS
Registre.cdm@gmail.com
Further adresses :
We also mention the following websites and emails :
- Peoples’ Congress and its Advising Assembly :
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http://www.recim.org/kdp/cont-fr.htm
kdp@recim.org
- Agence Mondialste de Presse / Mundialist Press Agency (AMIP)
http://www.recim.org/amip/amip-fr.htm
amip@recim.org
- Solidarité Mondiale contre la Faim / Mundial Solidarity Against Hunger
http://www.globidar.org
of c/o Daniel Durand : see above :
MSH was initiated by the Peoples’s Congress does a lot of maybe modest but excellent work
in especially countries of Africa and Latin America.
-Wereld Federalisten Beweging Nederland (World Federalist Movement Netherlands)
Laan van Nieuw Oost-Indië 252, NL-2593 DEN HAAG
Tel. ++33 (0)70 3478196 – e-mail bestuur@wfbn.nl
Those who write a letter, can also send it to :
Daniel Durand,
e.g. chairman of the Registry
« Les Nids »
F-49190 SAINT-AUBIN-DE-LUIGNE
daniel@recim.org
We also mention the adress of the Wereld Federalisten Beweging Nederland (World
Federalist Movement Netherlands) who remain quite active and publish the excellent paper
“EEN WERELD” (ONE WORLD)
Laan van Nieuw Oost-Indië 252
NL-DEN HAAG
Tel. ++33 (0)70-3478106
Email bestuur@wfbn.nl
Compulsory service in the army
We read in Chateaubriand how Napoleon attacked Toulon. That city had recognised Louis
XVII as a king, which the “revolutionaries” in Paris considered a main crime. Eight hundred
persons were gathered in the Champ de Mars of the said city and shot down with machine
guns. After that the murderers shouted : “Those still alive, stay up, the Republic pardons
you”. When, however, several wounded persons stood up, they were immediately
slaughtered.
This horror reminds us the poignant question of compulsory service in the armed forces and
conscientious objection. Once you join the army, you cannot refuse an order, and in our times
such an order could be to slaughter millions of people.
Peter Mooring, coordinator STOPEG
Peter Moorting, a pioneer in the fight against crimes committed by radiation weapons and by
organised stalking explains the actions of his group on :
http://www.stopeg.com/peoplecookers.html

The texts are partly in Dutch, but mostly in English.
Presidential Commission on Ethical Issues
In March of 2011 the (American) Presidential Commission on Ethical Issues gathered. On its
sessions several persons claimed to be victims of radiations weapons and of organised
stalking. We quote a few of them :
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“ Mr; Ryan : (…) I strongly believe that I have been targeted for the experimentation of brain
research since September 2008, without my consent. They are controlling my mind and using
electronic remote control device to send instruction. In the past two and a half years, I have
been subjected to constant electric shock, a sleep disturbance, a sleep deprivation, short
breaths, severe localized pain into various parts of my body, telephone and bell rings in my
ears, heat waves through my body, horrifying dreams, creating sudden fear and worries in my
mind.
They do these mostly when I am inside my apartment but sometimes all this happens, some of
this happens when I am outside without I am seeing anybody or any device. This
experimentation are done to me without any touch or anything or see anybody.
(…) To this, they have been able to control me and subject me to severe pain that I have been
suffering for the past 29 months. My health has deteriorated during this time and I have no
medical insurance to significant help. My life is in danger and I need your help from the
government. And I am only asking them to stop this painful torture and leave me alone so I
can go back to my life. Thank you.”
“Ms. Marshall : (…) I am an eight year victim survivor of assaults by directed energy
weapons. The torture I have experienced consists of body overheating, body extremely cold,
seizures, heart pain, earaches, itching behind eyes, burning behind eyes, swelling, headaches,
involuntary movement of my limbs, exhaustion, speeding and heart racing (…) Numerous
electrical appliances in my home are destroyed; four computers, two fax machines, seven
telephones, four CD players, VCR, DVD players, the electrical igniter switch on my furnace,
washer and dryer, air conditioner. Also my car radio, CD player and engine were destroyed. I
am watched in my home 24 hours a day and followed around everywhere I go, though I do
not have a criminal history.”
“Ms. Poulson : (…) I have been a human subject for experimentation for almost two years
(…). I have contacted Dr. Hall,. I stand with a very large group. (…). I would like some help.
Thank you.”
“Dr. Hall : My name is Dr. John Hall. I am a medical doctor from Texas. As I understand the
memorandum from the President, it is for you to determine if current legislation is adequate in
protecting individuals and if there is any ongoing experimentation.
In reviewing the Common Rule, it is very obvious that there is a lot of loopholes to informed
consent. All of the horrific experiments you have mentioned, Willowbrook, MKULTRA,
radiation experiments, mostly were done without informed consent. They were funded by the
DoD and intelligence agencies where I am not even so sure you would know if there is an
IRB, much less if an IRB is looking at informed consent.
As a physician, relative to some of what you are hearing today, in the community we are
seeing an alarming rate of complaints of use of electromagnetic weapons. Microwave
auditory effects, silent sound spectrum, EEG cloning, which has taken the lab out of the
laboratory and into the home. Most of these from the research that we have reviewed can be
done remotely. It seems to be more weapons research than medical research.”
Freedom For Targeted Individuals (FFTI) : our mission
“Our mission is to promote solidarity, communication, and coordinated efforts among groups
of activists fighting organised stalking and electronic harassment, so that we can more rapidly
achieve a world free from these growing crimes.
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Freedom For Targeted Individuals raises awareness of how covert harassment crimes threaten
public safety, human rights and the rule of law. For example, we are continuing our global
billboard campaign, which is now in its second year. We also speak on multiple media
platforms, contribute to global protests and rallies in conjunction with the Alliance to End
Targeting, and assist individuals and organizations with activism on many levels. In addition,
FFTI provides advice and emotional support to victims of covert harassment crimes with the
hope that some of them will have the strength to become activists themselves.
Barrie Trower, among others, about paedophilia
Padophilia, in all impunity, is deeply rooted in the British establishment as well : sic in a
video Barrie Trower, who during forty years worked for MI5 and MI6 :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xM4a1aAkCjo&list=PLTqEXdGACJWd3ZLspZDdvLC
DpLrmYmfYv&index=19
Trower also mentions that at a certain moment in the Cold War three persons only had to
decide about starting a nuclear war Two of them had already pushed the bottom. The third
one hesitated and omitted to do so. That’s the way it went, and where are we staying now?
Letter to the Organisation Mondiale contre la Torture
John Hall, a medical doctor from Texas, who for decennia has been examining the horrendous
question of torturing by invisible means, in November of 2013 wrote a letter to the “Organisation Mondiale contre la Torture” in Geneva. We quote a few passages :
“Over the last decade we have seen a sharp rise in the number of people coming forward
with complaints of non-consensual experimentation with electromagnetic weapons
designed to target both electronic hardware and the human central nervous system. While
this was typically disregarded as mental illness in the past, the total global population
voicing these identical complaints has exponentially grown to numbers that can no longer
be attributed to delusional disorder, schizophrenia or any other described mental illness.
You may be unaware that the safeguards against experimenting on the public without
their consent in the United States are very lax and are included in legislation referred to
as The Common Rule which is the Federal Policy regarding human subjects protection. It
is written with several loopholes for the allowance of non-consensual experimentation,
mostly by intelligence agencies.”
Several years ago another National Security Agency insider, John St. Clair Akwei,
described in detail the frequencies used by the NSA and other intelligence agencies to
access and influence the human body and nervous system in his civil action against the
NSA. His descriptions of technologies used to track, monitor and alter a subject’s
perceptions, moods and motor control are similar to the complaints we are hearing today
from victims alleging non-consensual experimentation and torture. Moreover, Vladimir
Putin, in a speech in 2012, admitted that Russia is following suit in funding development
of weapons that will attack the human central nervous system.
(…)
On behalf of the whole of humanity, I sincerely hope that these technologies will
eventually be addressed in the Subcommittee on Human Rights of the European
Parliament, as the use of these currently can only be described as torture and
dehumanizing. “
World Citizen Jean Rostand (1896 – 1977)
The internationally known biologist Jean Rostand remained his life long a convinced
world citizen. He was among those who in 1966 signed “The Declaration of The
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Thirteen”. In this declaration thirteen persons known a worldwide level launched an
appeal to register as world citizens. To them belonged Bertrand Russell, Linus Pauling,
Abbé Pierre and Shinzo Hamai, mayor of Hiroshima.
Rostand regularly interrupted his biological researches in order to give flamboyant
speeches in one or the other meeting room. These speeches were partly published in a
book “Quelques discours de Jean Rostand” (Some speeches -lectures- of Jean Rostand),
edited by Club Humaniste, our previous publishing house. We quote a few passages
which we try to translate into English :
“I wanted to quote here a registered world citizen, a person of our time. He is not a poet
or something the like but a military man, general Jousse :
“”The excellent initiative of the Registry of World Citizens is founded in a right view of
what goes on in the world, even if it has remained too widely unsupported. up to now.
The conformists consider it to be utopian. They don’t see that it responds to a
contemporary need and takes into account the reality of the times to come.
Unite or perish! From that point of view one has to start. Unity only can ban the danger.
One has to come to political agreements concerning the necessity of an international (1)
legal system, supported by an international police force.
Sceptical persons will assert this cannot be realized. However, if you ask them which
alternative they stand for, they just keep silent.”””
“Yes, my general, let the sceptics and supposed realists or sage persons keep silent. They
can only offer violence and terror (2). Actually they claim that we can but continue
bathing in bloodshed like we did for centuries. In what respect could they succeed?
Which were their beneficent performances? What did they do to earn the confidence and
the thankfulness of the people? Which catastrophes and killing parties could they
prevent? From which horrors could they deliver humanity? “
(1) Here, the general confounds the notions of “world” (“mundial”) and “international”.
(2) Terror, here, means the ‘balance in the (nuclear etc.) terror’.

COINTELPRO
Jeff Murray, jeff773747@yahoo.com , reminds us that COINTELPRO (Counter
Intelligence Program) never had ceased to exist in reality. He wrote that (criminal)
practices go on, victims are subjected to organized stalking, isolated, robbed from any
support, so that they can easily be bereft of their freedom or being driven into suicid e.
Part of the evil, he stresses, consists in destroying the credibility of the targeted persons
and burden them with the label “crazy” or “deranged”.
About this issue
We wrote this issue in conformity with our principle that it is better to do something than
to do nothing. We had to limit ourselves to eight pages (in Dutch) and did not speak for
example about the corona crises. However, our readers already learn enough about it in
the mainstream and the alternative media. Here, we only mention that we don’t consider
it to be impossible that the virus is in fact a biological weapon, fortuitously escaped or
released with utterly criminal aims. Don’t forget that for more than seventy years
biological weapons could be used at any time…
FINANCES
The eternal song : we spend very little but cannot work completely without money.
Therefore please transfer a contribution to :
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BE40 0001 1499 0163
of the Register van Wereldburgers in 2540 Hove (Belgium).
Our eternal gratitude accompanies those who help us.
A FEW QUOTATIONS
I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than standing armies.
Already they have raised up a monied (?) aristocracy that has set the government at defiance.
The issuing power (of money) should be taken away from the banks and restored to the
people to whom it properly belongs."–
(Thomas Jefferson, U.S. President)
***
There is plot in this country to enslave every man, woman and child; Before I leave this high
and noble office, I intend to expose this plot.
(Pres. J.F. Kennedy, seven days before his assassination)
***
I am a most unhappy man I have unwittingly ruined my country. A great industrial nation is
now controlled by its system of credit.
We are no longer a government by free opinion, no longer a government by conviction and
the will of the majority, but a government by the opinion and the duress of a small group of
dominant men.
(Woodrow Wilson)
***
(We try to translate into English : )
What is curious about this infernal enterprise (war : note from us) is that every killer has his
flags blessed and solemnly prays to God before slaughtering his fellow man.
(…)
The scourge of war, the crime that is war comprises all felonies (…). The atrocities in one war
are not more horrendous than all crimes of perpetrated in all times.
(Voltaire)
***
A real great commander of an army does not like war. He is not full of passion and desire of
vengeance.
(Confucius)
***
Man experiences himself and his thoughts and emotions as something separate from the rest :
a misleading consciousness that can be considered a kind of prison (…). Our task ought to be
to deliver us from that prison and to widen our circle of compassion to all living beings and
the whole of nature (…).
(A. Einstein)
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